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the starships of star trek i can draw series tony - the starships of star trek i can draw series tony tallarico on amazon
com free shipping on qualifying offers step by step instructions demonstrate how to draw the u s s enterprise klingon war
ships communicators tricorders, star trek film wikipedia - star trek is a 2009 american space opera film directed by j j
abrams and written by roberto orci and alex kurtzman it is the eleventh film in the star trek film franchise and is also a reboot
that features the main characters of the original star trek television series portrayed by a new cast as the first in the rebooted
film series the film follows james t kirk and spock zachary quinto, star trek discovery wikipedia - star trek discovery is an
american television series created for cbs all access by bryan fuller and alex kurtzman it is the first series developed
specifically for that service and the first star trek series since star trek enterprise concluded in 2005 set roughly a decade
before the events of the original star trek series and separate from the timeline of the concurrently produced feature,
constitution class memory alpha fandom powered by wikia - according to the star trek encyclopedia the constitution
class lineage was launched some time prior to 2245 1 and served as starfleet s front line vessels for the rest of the century
the constitution class also served as a deterrent to both the klingon empire and the romulan star empire several times taking
part in combat actions which determined the fate of the entire federation if not the, dreadnought star trek no 29 diane
carey - dreadnought star trek no 29 diane carey on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers captain kirk and the crew
of the enterprise match wits with fanatics within the federation itself as they attempt to stop the commander of a new super
weapon, ex astris scientia discovery klingons and star trek s - discovery klingons and star trek s continuity introduction
star trek discovery reimagines or redefines many staples of star trek the total redesign of the klingons is the arguably most
dramatic among the many deliberate visual changes in the series the species doesn t only lose the hair but essential
features of the klingon body look totally different than the established appearances of, transporter memory alpha fandom
powered by wikia - the transporter was a subspace device capable of almost instantaneously moving an object from one
location to another the transporter also known as an energy matter scrambler was able to convert the molecules of an object
or individual into energy then beam them into a chamber where they, ex astris scientia starship design guidelines - the
miranda class uss reliant as the first canon starfleet design apart from the original and refitted constitution class appeared in
star trek the wrath of khan as late as 1982 the first starships not re using components of the constitution class were the
oberth class uss grissom and the excelsior class in star trek the search for spock in 1984, canon fodder the size of
starfleet - index starships the size of starfleet the size of starfleet one of the most discussed star trek related issues
amongst starship enthusiasts is the size of the federation s fleet, star trek discovery klingon war twist 3 ways canon - 3
ways star trek discovery explains original series politics perfectly it might seem insane but maybe this is the way it all
happened before, the movie transcripts star trek v the final frontier - nimbus iii desert nimbus iii in the neutral zone the
planet of galactic peace out of a dust storm a horseman approaches an alien drilling for water, star trek voyager
characters tv tropes - a page for describing characters star trek voyager voyager crew according to early promotional
materials the character of janeway was treated very, faster than light starships projectrho com - i wasn t going to put this
section in but i have to i wanted to keep the website as free from handwavium as possible however while faster than light
travel is about as handwavium as you can get it is unfortunately the sine qua non of interstellar space opera space opera
with no stardrive is like chocolate cake without the chocolate, space fighters atomic rockets projectrho com - space
fighters small fast highly maneuverable combat spacecraft they have very limited range never ftl and no crew habitability to
speak of they can only operate for at most a few hours at a time the crew is limited to one person or occasionally two at
least among earth humans and aliens wth forehead ridges these are usually males in their early twenties known for their
swagger, dayton ward the fog of ward - please keep it brief don t dump your flyer s into a comment instead give us a quick
description of yourself and your book comic graphic novel game toy garment whatever and include links to where said item
can be found your website online store or other store info etc, strategy rpg games for girls girl games - welcome to girl
games the largest free game site made just for girl gamers this is the place to play free puzzles games in popular categories
such as board games cards games chain reaction games drawing games jigsaw games mahjong games matching games
memory games misc puzzles games quest games quiz games searching games strategy rpg games word games and much
more
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